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No. BIAS, north bennington independent artists' space, a forum for new artistic works of all media, presents
Northern Voices: The No-Brow Travelling Medicine Show at AS220

Frank Gasbarro, local painter, presents new works in the Cafe
In the Galleries

April 9-30
Opening: Sunday, April 9, 4-6 pm
Upstairs Gallery & Hallway
No. BIAS: Bill Botzow Sarah Braman Fred X
Brownstein Anthony Cafritz Tony Carruthers Shuan
Cassidy Kevin Cook Tom Dunn Stella Ehrich Emily
Eveleth Brigitta Furbman Frank Jackson Zsolt Kadar
Anima Katz Paul Katz Kathleen Loomis Amy
Podmore John Recco Sue Rees Enid Sanford Timothy
Sellers David Shanabrook Stephen J Shanabrook Dean
Snyder Paul Stitelman Paul Toma Daniel Wasserman
Andrew Cohen: Curator

Cafe
Frank Gasbarro paintings

Gallery Hours - Mon-Fri 11am-4pm, Sat-Sun 1-4pm
Partial funding provided by the Rhode Island State Council on the Arts